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Year 2 Achievement Standard 

KNOWLEDGE & UNDERSTANDING – By the end of Year 2, students analyse aspects of daily life to 

identify how some have changed over recent time while others have remained the same.  They describe a 

person, site or event of significance in the local community. 

SKILLS – Students sequence events in order, using a range of terms related to time.  They pose questions 

about the past and use sources provided (physical, visual, oral) to answer these questions.  They compare 

objects from the past and present.  Students develop a narrative about the past using a range of texts.  

Target element(s) of the achievement standard (historical knowledge & understanding & skills) 

What remains of the past are important to the local community and why? 

Historical knowledge & understanding content descriptions 

The history of a significant building, site or part of the natural environment in the local community and 

explain what it reveals about the past and why it is important today. 

Activity Focus 

Title of Activity Duration of Activity Content Descriptor and 

Elaboration 

Talk about Topsy Smith: Gather the students 

around the panel of Topsy Smith in the women’s 

museum and museum staff speak about Topsy’s 

15 minutes The history of a significant 

person, building or site or part 

of the natural environment in 
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life and her work with Ida Standley, pointing out 

the connections with the old Arltunga minefield, 

Billy Goat Hill, Topsy Smith Hostel, Standley 

Chasm and Ida Standley preschool.  Use the 

photos of Alice Springs from the 1900s and 

1920s (see attached) to show what Alice 

Springs/Stuart was like at the time Topsy Smith 

arrived in town. 

the local community and what 

it reveals about the past 

(ACHHK044 and 

ACHHK045). 

The impact of changing 

technology on people’s lives (at 

home and in the ways they 

worked, travelled, 

communicated and played in 

the past) (ACHHK046). 

Mystery Photo activity: In the women’s museum, 

students break into three small groups.  Each 

group is given a copy of a photo and asked to 

find the photo in the Women at the Heart 

exhibition.  Once they have found the photo, the 

students discuss in their groups the following 

questions: 

 Who is in the photo? 

 Where are they? 

 When was it? 

10-20 minutes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The history of a significant 

person, building or site or part 

of the natural environment in 

the local community and what 

it reveals about the past 

(ACHHK044 and 

ACHHK045). 

 

The impact of changing 

technology on people’s lives (at 
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 What do you think is happening? 

The aim at this point is to encourage 

imagination, rather than arrive at “the truth”.  

The groups can swap photos, if time permits.  

The students then join together in one large 

group and, with the help of museum staff, find 

the “real’ answers to the photo(s).  Students 

discuss how accurate or otherwise their 

explanations were and how important (or 

otherwise) the photos are in the story of Alice 

Springs.  

Please note that the photos in this activity 

include the images of Indigenous Australians who 

have passed away. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

home and in the ways they 

worked, travelled, 

communicated and played in 

the past) (ACHHK046). 

 

Pose questions about the past 

using sources provided 

(ACCHS049). 

 

Develop a narrative about the 

past (ACHHS053). 

Object handling activity: Under the supervision of 

museum staff, students don white “museum” 

gloves and handle objects from the museum’s 

collection (such as old irons, a washboard, a meat 

10-15 minutes The impact of changing 

technology on people’s lives (at 

home and in the ways they 

worked, travelled, 
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mincer).  They are able to touch, smell and look 

closely at the objects and to get a sense of how 

they were used and how it felt to use them. 

communicated and played in 

the past) (ACHHK046). 

Identify and compare features 

of objects from the past and 

present (ACHHS051). 

Walk through Old Alice Springs Gaol: Students 

explore the former men’s cell block and are 

guided through the former women’s cell block. 

20 minutes The importance today of an 

historical site of cultural or 

spiritual significance 

(ACHHK045). 

Object label activity: Students break into four 

small groups and sit on the lawns.  Each student 

is given a worksheet (attached).  There are four 

“museum objects” which are passed around in 

turn to each group (an ink bottle, “sacred sand” 

in a jar, a mill ball and an old iron).  Each group 

must write a simple label to be used in the 

museum for each of the four objects. 

15-30 minutes, 

depending on the 

number of objects 

used. 

The impact of changing 

technology on people’s lives (at 

home and in the ways they 

worked, travelled, 

communicated and played in 

the past) (ACHHK046). 

 

The object labels can be read 

aloud by each group and 

discussed as a later classroom 

activity. 
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Allow approximately 10 minutes for introduction; 30 minutes for activities; and 5-10 minutes for 

conclusion. 

 

Possible Assessment Tasks 

1. How did the people/technology/events depicted in the photos have an impact on people’s lives in 

Alice Springs? 

2. Do a timeline or a report of the events/people you have seen at the museum (using terms such as 

first, after, then, past, present). 
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Year 3 Achievement Standard 

KNOWLEDGE & UNDERSTANDING - By the end of Year 3, students explain how communities changed 

in the past.  They describe the experiences of an individual or group.  They identify events and aspects of 

the past that have significance in the present. 

SKILLS – Students sequence events and people (their lifetime) in chronological order, with reference to 

key dates.  They pose questions about the past and locate information from sources (written, physical, 

visual, oral) to answer these questions.  Students develop texts, including narratives, using terms denoting 

time.  

Target element(s) of the achievement standard (historical knowledge & understanding & skills) 

How has our community changed?  What features have been lost and what features have been retained?  

What is the nature of the contribution made by different groups and individuals in the community? 

Historical knowledge & understanding content descriptions 

Examples of continuity and change over time in the local community and the role that people of diverse 

backgrounds have played in the development and character of the local community.  

Activity Focus 

Title of Activity Duration of Activity Content Descriptor and 

Elaboration 

Talk about Topsy Smith: Gather the students 15 minutes The role that people of diverse 
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around the panel of Topsy Smith in the women’s 

museum and speak about Topsy’s life and her 

work with Ida Standley, pointing out the 

connections with the Arltunga mining centre, 

Billy Goat Hill, Topsy Smith Hostel, Standley 

Chasm and Ida Standley preschool.  Use the 

photos of Alice Springs from the 1900s and 

1920s (see attached) to show what Alice 

Springs/Stuart was like at the time Topsy Smith 

arrived in town. 

backgrounds have played in the 

development and character of 

the local community 

(ACHHK062). 

 

Mystery Photo activity: In the women’s museum, 

students break into three small groups.  Each 

group is given a copy of a photo and asked to 

find the photo in the Women at the Heart 

exhibition.  Once they have found the photo, the 

students discuss in their groups the following 

questions: 

 Who is in the photo? 

 Where are they? 

 When was it? 

10-20 minutes ONE important example of 

change and ONE important 

example of continuity over time 

in the local community 

(ACHHK061). 

 

The role that people of diverse 

backgrounds have played in the 

development and character of 

the local community 
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 What do you think is happening? 

The aim at this point is to encourage 

imagination, rather than arrive at “the truth”.  

The groups can swap photos, if time permits.  

The students then join together in one large 

group and, with the help of museum staff, find 

the “real’ answers to the photo(s).  Students 

discuss how accurate or otherwise their 

explanations were and how important (or 

otherwise) the photos are in the story of Alice 

Springs.  

Please note that the photos in this activity 

include the images of Indigenous Australians who 

have passed away. 

(ACHHK062). 

 

Pose a range of questions about 

the past (ACHHS067). 

 

Locate relevant information 

from sources provided 

(ACHHS068). 

Object handling activity: Under the supervision of 

museum staff, students don white “museum” 

gloves and handle objects from the museum’s 

collection (such as old irons, a washboard, a meat 

mincer).  They are able to touch, smell and look 

closely at the objects and to get a sense of how 

10-15 minutes Pose a range of questions about 

the past (ACHHS067). 
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they were used and how it felt to use them. 

Walk through Old Alice Springs Gaol: Students 

explore the former men’s cell block and, in small 

groups, complete treasure hunt, and are guided 

through the former women’s cell block. 

20 minutes  

Object label activity: Students break into four 

small groups and sit on the lawns.  Each student 

is given a worksheet (attached).  There are four 

“museum objects” which are passed around in 

turn to each group (an ink bottle, “sacred sand” 

in a jar, a mill ball and an old iron).  Each group 

must write a label to be used in the museum for 

each of the four objects. 

15-30 minutes, 

depending on the 

number of objects 

used. 

Develop texts, particularly 

narratives (ACHHS070). 

 

The object labels can be read 

aloud by each group and 

discussed as a later classroom 

activity. 

 Allow approximately 10 minutes for introduction; 30 minutes for activities; and 5-10 minutes for 

conclusion. 

Possible Assessment Tasks 

1. Design and make a poster giving reasons for the significance of a “memorial” in town (for example, 

Billy Goat Hill, Topsy Smith Hostel, Standley Chasm or Ida Standley preschool). 
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2. Sequence photos of Alice Springs from different times (such as 1900, 1920s, 1960s and today) 

and create a timeline using past tense. 
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Year 4 Achievement Standard 

KNOWLEDGE & UNDERSTANDING - By the end of Year 4, students explain how and why life changed 

in the past, and identify aspects of the past that remained the same. They describe the experiences of an 

individual or group over time. They recognize the significance of events in bringing about change.   

SKILLS – Students sequence events and people (their lifetime) in chronological order to identify key 

dates. They pose a range of questions about the past. They identify sources (written, physical, visual, oral), 

and locate information to answer these questions. They recognize different points of view. Students 

develop and present texts, including narratives, using historical terms.  

Target element(s) of the achievement standard (historical knowledge & understanding & skills) 

The nature and consequence of contact between Aboriginal people and others, including early traders, 

explorers and settlers. 

Historical knowledge & understanding content descriptions 

The journey of an explorer or trader, including their contacts with other societies and any impacts.  

Activity Focus 

Title of Activity Duration of Activity Content Descriptor and 

Elaboration 

Talk about Topsy Smith: gather the students 

around the panel of Topsy Smith in the women’s 

15 minutes The nature of contact between 

Aboriginal people and others 
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museum and speak about Topsy’s life and her 

work with Ida Standley, pointing out the 

connections with  the Arltunga mining centre, 

Billy Goat Hill, Topsy Smith Hostel, Standley 

Chasm and Ida Standley preschool.  Use the 

photos of Alice Springs from the 1900s and 

1920s (see attached) to show what Alice 

Springs/Stuart was like at the time Topsy Smith 

arrived in town. 

and the effects of these 

interactions on, for example, 

families and the environment 

(ACHHK080). 

Mystery Photo activity: In the women’s museum, 

students break into three small groups.  Each 

group is given a copy of a photo and asked to 

find the photo in the Women at the Heart 

exhibition.  Once they have found the photo, the 

students read the accompanying exhibition text 

and answer the following questions on their 

worksheet: 

 Who is in the photo? 

 Where are they? 

 When was it? 

20 minutes The nature of contact between 

Aboriginal people and others 

and the effects of these 

interactions on, for example, 

families and the environment 

(ACHHK080). 

 

Pose a range of questions 

about the past (ACHHS083). 

 

Locate relevant information 
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 What do you think is happening? 

The groups can swap photos, if time permits.  

The students then join together in one large 

group and, with the help of museum staff, discuss 

each of the photos.  Please note that the photos 

in this activity include the images of Indigenous 

Australians who have passed away. 

from sources provided 

(ACHHS084). 

Object handling activity: Under the supervision of 

museum staff, students don white “museum” 

gloves and handle objects from the museum’s 

collection (such as old irons, a washboard, a meat 

mincer).  They are able to touch, smell and look 

closely at the objects and to get a sense of how 

they were used and how it felt to use them. 

10-15 minutes Pose a range of questions 

about the past (ACHHS083). 

Walk through Old Alice Springs Gaol: students 

explore the former men’s cell block and complete 

treasure hunt, and are guided through the 

former women’s cell block 

20 minutes The nature of contact between 

Aboriginal people and others 

and the effects of these 

interactions on, for example, 

families and the environment 

(ACHHK080). 
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Object label activity: Students break into four 

small groups and sit on the lawns.  Each student 

is given a worksheet (attached).  There are four 

“museum objects” which are passed around in 

turn to each group (an ink bottle, “sacred sand” 

in a jar, a mill ball and an old iron).  Each group 

must write a label to be used in the museum for 

each of the four objects. 

15-30 minutes, 

depending on the 

number of objects 

used. 

Develop texts, particularly 

narratives (ACHHS086). 

 

The object labels can be read 

aloud by each group and 

discussed as a later classroom 

activity. 

Please note that not all of these activities relate to the target element (“The nature and consequence of 

contact between Aboriginal people and others, including early traders, explorers and settlers”) but do 

relate to the “Knowledge and Understanding” elements (“By the end of Year 4, students explain how 

and why life changed in the past, and identify aspects of the past that remained the same. They describe 

the experiences of an individual or group over time. They recognize the significance of events in bringing 

about change”).  

The activities can be done by the whole class sequentially or the class could be split into three groups and 

rotate through the different areas/activities (women’s museum (for talk about Topsy Smith, Mystery 

Photo exercise and object handling activity) cell blocks (men’s and women’s) and lawn (for object label 

activity).   
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Allow approximately 10 minutes for introduction; 40 minutes for activities; and 10 minutes for 

conclusion. 

Possible Assessment Tasks 

1. How has life in Alice Springs changed since Topsy Smith’s time?  Compare and contrast with the Alice 

Springs of today. 

2. What have been the impacts of European colonization on the Indigenous people of Alice Springs? 

3. What have been some of the other impacts of European colonization? 

4. Make-up your own inquiry questions to ask the class. 

.
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Year 6 Achievement Standard 

KNOWLEDGE & UNDERSTANDING - By the end of Year 6, students identify change and continuity and 

describe the causes and effects of change on society.  They compare the different experiences of people in 

the past.  They explain the significance of an individual and group. 

SKILLS – Students sequence events and people (their lifetime) in chronological order, and represent time 

by creating timelines.  When researching students develop questions to frame an historical inquiry.  They 

identify a range of sources and locate and compare information to answer inquiry questions.  They 

examine sources to identify and describe points of view.  Students develop texts, particularly narratives 

and descriptions.  In developing these texts and organizing and presenting their information, they use 

historical terms and concepts and incorporate relevant sources.  

Target element(s) of the achievement standard (historical knowledge & understanding & skills) 

What contribution have women made to the development of Australian society? 

Historical knowledge & understanding content descriptions 

The experiences of Australian democracy and citizenship, including the status and rights of women, and 

the contribution of women to Australian society in areas such as education, science, the arts and sport.  

Activity Focus 

Title of Activity Duration of Activity Content Descriptor and 

Elaboration 
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Talk about Topsy Smith: Gather the students 

around the panel of Topsy Smith in the women’s 

museum and speak about Topsy’s life and her 

work with Ida Standley, pointing out the 

connections with  the Arltunga mining centre, 

Billy Goat Hill, Topsy Smith Hostel, Standley 

Chasm and Ida Standley preschool.  Use the 

photos of Alice Springs from the 1900s and 

1920s (see attached) to show what Alice 

Springs/Stuart was like at the time Topsy Smith 

arrived in town. 

15 minutes Experiences of Australian 

democracy and citizenship, 

Including the status and rights 

of Aboriginal people 

(ACHHK114). 

Mystery Photo activity: See Year 4 activity.  Can 

be modified to become a Year 6 activity. 

 

20 minutes Experiences of Australian 

democracy and citizenship, 

Including the status and rights 

of Aboriginal people and 

women (ACHHK114). 

Object handling activity: Under the supervision of 

museum staff, students don white “museum” 

gloves and handle objects from the museum’s 

collection.  They are able to touch, smell and look 

10-15 minutes  
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closely at the objects and to get a sense of how 

they were used and how it felt to use them. 

Walk through Old Alice Springs Gaol: Students 

explore the former men’s cell block and complete 

treasure hunt, and are guided through the 

former women’s cell block.  The guided talk 

includes discussion of prisoner segregation until 

the 1960s and the internment of Italian and 

German men during World War Two. 

20 minutes Experiences of Australian 

democracy and citizenship, 

Including the status and rights 

of Aboriginal people 

(ACHHK114). 

Object label activity: Students break into four 

small groups and sit on the lawns.  Each student 

is given a worksheet (attached).  There are four 

“museum objects” which are passed around in 

turn to each group (an ink bottle, “sacred sand” 

in a jar, a mill ball and an old iron).  Each group 

must write a simple label to be used in the 

museum for each of the four objects. 

15-30 minutes, 

depending on the 

number of objects 

used. 

Develop texts, particularly 

narratives and descriptions, 

which incorporate source 

materials (ACHHS124). 

 

Return to school and complete 

as an oral presentation. 

Achievements of Australian Women activity: 

Students explore the Ordinary Women, 

Extraordinary Lives: First in their Field exhibition 

20-30 minutes Experiences of Australian 

democracy and citizenship, 

Including the status and rights 
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and identify their favourite woman, who they 

then write about in their worksheet, responding 

to key questions such as what she achieved and 

what she had to overcome to achieve this. 

of women (ACHHK114). 

The contribution of individuals 

and groups (women) to the 

development of Australian 

society (ACHHK116). 

Identify questions to inform an 

historical inquiry 

(ACHHS119). 

 

Chose one woman and do 

further research on that 

person and her achievements. 

These activities can be done by the whole class sequentially or the class could be split into three groups 

and rotate through the different areas/activities (women’s museum (for talk about Topsy Smith, Mystery 

Photo exercise and object handling activity) cell blocks (men’s and women’s) and lawn (for object label 

activity).   

Allow approximately 10 minutes for introduction; 40 minutes for activities; and 10 minutes for 

conclusion. 
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Possible Assessment Tasks 

1. Present an oral history on Topsy Smith or one of the women you learnt about. 

2. Complete a Venn diagram on two women. 

3. Write a letter to a family member pretending to be one of the women. 

4. What was happening for the Indigenous people of Alice Springs at that time? 

5. Have a debate for or against a topic.  Possible topics might include: Has technology changed for the 

better? Do women have more of an impact on our community today?
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Attachments 

 

Topsy Smith activity: photos of 1900s and 1920s. 

Photos used in “Mystery Photo” activity. 

Treasure hunt 

Object label worksheet 
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Topsy Smith activity: Photos of Alice Springs/Stuart 
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Photos used in Mystery Photo activity 

 

Tilly Johannsen and daughter Elsa, on their way to Hermannsburg, 1909 
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Topsy Smith and her Bungalow children 
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Gloria Siew Yoke Kwan. 
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Treasure Hunt 

 

TREASURE HUNT! 

Can you find the answers to these questions? 

1. How many showers are there in the men’s cell block? 
 

2. Can you find the picture of a flag?  Which cell is it in? 
 

3. Describe the furniture in the cells. 
 

4. Why are there some cells for one person and some cells for more than 
one person? 

 

5. How many baths are there in the men’s cell block? 
 

6. How did the prisoners keep warm in winter and cool in summer? 
 

Answers: 1. 6; 2. 28; 3. bed, toilet, handsink, desk and chair; 4. Explain how male prisoners were segregated until 

the 1960s ; 5. 1 6. Explain how there was no heating or cooling system in the cell-block
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Object Label Worksheet 

Label Card # 1 

Ink Bottle 

 

 

 

Label Card # 2 

Sacred sand 

 

 

 

Label Card # 3 

Mill ball 

 

 

 

Label Card # 4 

Iron 

 


